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Abstract
In this paper we investigate some properties and algorithms related to a text sparsi cation
technique based on the identi cation of local maxima in the given string. As the number of
local maxima depends on the order assigned to the alphabet symbols, we  rst consider the case
in which the order can be chosen in an arbitrary way. We show that looking for an order that
minimizes the number of local maxima in the given text string is an NP-hard problem. Then, we
consider the case in which the order is  xed a priori. Even though the order is not necessarily
optimal, we can exploit the property that the average number of local maxima induced by the
order in an arbitrary text is approximately one third of the text length. In particular, we describe
how to iterate the process of selecting the local maxima by one or more iterations, so as to
obtain a sparsi ed text. We show how to use this technique to  lter the access to unstructured
texts, which appear to have no natural division in words. Finally, we experimentally show that
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our approach can be successfully used in order to create a space eHcient index for searching
suHciently long patterns in a DNA sequence as quickly as a full index.
c© 2003 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Several text algorithms solve a certain computational problem (n) on a text string
X of n characters by assuming that the position of each text character is an access
point to the text itself from which it is then possible to navigate either to the left or
to the right. In this sense, we have n access points to X as each character’s position
is considered as such. One well-known example is the string matching problem, where
a pattern string P has to be found as an occurrence in X . Many other examples in-
volve dynamic programming, information retrieval, and molecular biology, just to cite
a few.
For the given problem (n), let T (n) be the time complexity of an algorithm solving
(n), and S(n) be its space occupancy. Text sparsi cation follows some rules to select
a subset of n′ access points, n′¡n, so that one can alternatively solve problem (n′)
on the sparsi ed text. If one can reconstruct the solution for (n) from that of (n′),
we have a new algorithm whose complexity is O(T (n′)) time and O(S(n′)) space plus
the cost of obtaining the solution of (n) from that of (n′). Sparsi cation is clearly
useful when the latter bounds are respectively better than T (n) or S(n), that is, the
new algorithm on the sparsi ed text is faster or less space demanding than the original
algorithm on the full text.
One example of text sparsi cation is that induced by the run length encoding (RLE),
which is a well-known lossless compression technique [10] based on the following
simple idea. A sequence of k equal characters (also called run) can be encoded by
a pair whose  rst component is the character and whose second component is its
frequency k. Apart from its application in data compression, we can also view RLE as
a kind of (lossless) text sparsi cation technique. The RLE implicitly selects a subset
of the access points, namely, the ones in the  rst position of each run.
Another well known example of text sparsi cation applies to structured texts, in
which the notion of word is precisely identi able, for example, by means of delim-
iter symbols. In this case, a natural way of de ning the access points consists of
selecting the position of the  rst character of each word (for example, each char-
acter following a delimiter symbol). DiKerently from RLE, this technique does not
immediately provide a lossless compression of the original text but it can be very
useful to create a space eHcient index for searching the text itself. For example,
if we are looking for a given word X , this technique allows us to analyze only
the words starting with the  rst character of X by means of additional data struc-
tures, such as suHx arrays [8]. The main drawback of this approach is that it does
not generalize to unstructured texts, that is, texts for which there is no clear
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notion of word available, such as DNA sequences and documents written in East-
ern languages. In these cases, one should take all the text positions as access
points.
An alternative and simple text sparsi cation technique, which does not require the
notion of word, is based on the local maxima. Given a string X over a  nite alphabet

, let us assume that a total order of the symbols in 
 is speci ed. We say that an
occurrence of a symbol x in X is an access point to X if x is a local maximum;
that is, both symbols adjacent to x are smaller than x. As in the case of the previous
technique based on words, this sparsi cation technique is lossy. For example, assume
that x and y are two local maxima: from this information, we can deduce that the
symbol immediately after x is smaller than x and the symbol immediately before y
is smaller than y. Of course, in general this information is not suHcient to uniquely
identify the sequence of symbols between x and y.
Nevertheless, the notion of local maxima has been proven very useful in string
matching [1,4,11,12] and dynamic data structures [9,12] as an extension of the deter-
ministic coin tossing technique [3]. It is well understood in terms of local similarities,
by which independent strings that share equal portions have equal local maxima in
those portions. This appears particularly useful in unstructured texts. Having identi ed
the local maxima, one can replace the original text of size n with the sparsi ed text
made up by its n′ local maxima only. In this paper we will consider two questions
related to local maxima and the resulting text sparsi cation.
• Q1: Suppose that the order of alphabet 
 can be chosen arbitrarily: How much
can a given text be sparsi ed by applying the local maxima technique?
In order to answer this question, we will introduce the following combinatorial prob-
lem: given a text of length n over an alphabet 
,  nd an order of 
 which minimizes
the number of local maxima (that is, the number of access points). We will then
prove that this problem is NP-hard for suHciently large alphabets. Clearly, the prob-
lem can be solved in O(|
|!n)=O(n) time for constant sized alphabets, even though
the solution can become quickly impractical for useful values, such as |
|¿26 in text
 les.
• Q2: Suppose that the order of alphabet 
 is 0xed a priori: Is anyway useful the
local maxima sparsi cation technique to  lter the access to textual data?
In order to answer this question we show that the sparsi cation technique produces
approximately n=3 local maxima on the average for a text of length n. By iterating
the technique we can obtain a suHcient degree of sparsi cation. As a case study, we
apply it to the problem of creating a sparse index for searching a given unstructured
text. In this case, our approach is able to parse somehow this kind of text having no
natural division in words. We then give experimental results to prove the eHciency of
our approach in the case of texts that are DNA sequences.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we prove the NP-hardness of the
problem of local maxima related to question Q1 on the alphabet order. In Section 3,
we describe our results related to question Q2 on the  xed alphabet order, namely, our
sparsi cation technique. In Section 4, we apply our technique to string matching and
text indexing, and discuss its experimental behavior. Finally, we draw some conclusions
and observations in Section 5.
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2. Arbitrary alphabet order and NP-hardness
In this section, we  rst describe the combinatorial problem associated with the local
maxima sparsi cation technique. We then show that this problem is NP-hard when one
seeks for the best alphabet order to minimize the number of local maxima.
2.1. The combinatorial problem
Let X = x1 · · · xn be a string over a  nite alphabet 
 and assume that an order 
of the symbols in 
 (i.e., a one-to-one function  from 
 to {1; : : : ; |
|}) has been
 xed. The local maxima measure M(X; ) of X with respect to  is then de ned as
the number of local maxima that appear in X , that is,
M(X; ) = |{i : (1 ¡ i ¡ n) ∧ ((xi−1)6 (xi)) ∧ ((xi) ¿ (xi+1))}|:
The MINIMUM LOCAL MAXIMA NUMBER decision problem is then de ned as follows:
Instance: A string X over a  nite alphabet 
 and an integer value K .
Question: Does there exist an order  of 
 such that M(X; )6K?
Clearly, MINIMUM LOCAL MAXIMA NUMBER belongs to NP, since we just have to try
non-deterministically all possible orders of the alphabet symbols.
2.2. The NP-hardness result
We now de ne a polynomial-time reduction from the MAXIMUM EXACTLY-TWO
SATISFIABILITY decision problem to MINIMUM LOCAL MAXIMA NUMBER. Recall that
MAXIMUM EXACTLY-TWO SATISFIABILITY is de ned as follows: given a set of clauses
with exactly two literals per clause and given an integer H , does there exist a truth-
assignment that satis es at least H clauses? It is well-known that MAXIMUM EXACTLY-
TWO SATISFIABILITY is NP-complete [6].
The basic idea of the reduction is to associate one symbol with each variable and
with each clause and to force each pair of variable symbols to be either smaller or
greater than all clause symbols. The variables whose both corresponding symbols are
greater (respectively, smaller) than the clause symbols will be assigned the true (re-
spectively, false) value. The implementation of this basic idea will require several
additional technicalities which are described in the rest of the section.
The instance mapping. Let C = {c1; : : : ; cm} be a set of clauses over the set of
variables U = {u1; : : : ; un} such that each clause contains exactly two literals, and let H
be a positive integer. The alphabet 
≡
(C) of the corresponding instance of MINIMUM
LOCAL MAXIMA NUMBER contains the following symbols:
• For each variable ui with 16i6n, a variable symbol ui .
• For each clause cj with 16j6m, a clause symbol cj .
• Two special symbols m and M which are the extremal symbols in any “reason-
able” order  of 
. That is, either (m)¡()¡(M) for every  = m; M, or
(M)¡()¡(m) for every  = m; M.
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Table 1
The possible orders of the symbols in g(a; b; c)r and the number of local maxima
Minimum Medium Maximum a b c b c b a Maxima
a b c + + + − + − − 2r
a c b + + − + − + − 3r
b a c + − + − + − + 3r − 1
b c a + − + − + − + 3r − 1
c a b + + − + − + − 3r
c b a + − − + − + + 2r − 1
The string X (C) over the alphabet 
 corresponding to the instance of MINIMUM LOCAL
MAXIMA NUMBER is formed by the concatenation of several substrings X j1 ; X
i
2 ; Y
i
jh; Zj
with diKerent goals, where 16i6n, 16j; h6m and h = j.
Gadgets. In order to de ne the substrings of X (C), we  rst introduce the following
gadget: given three distinct symbols a, b, and c, let g(a; b; c)= abcbcba. The next result
states the basic property of the gadget, where g(a; b; c)r denotes the concatenation of
r copies of the gadget.
Lemma 2.1. Let 
 be an alphabet and let a, b, and c be three distinct symbols in 
.
For any order  of 
 and for any integer r¿0, the following holds:
1. If (c)¡(b)¡(a), then M(g(a; b; c)r ; )= 2r − 1.
2. If (a)¡(b)¡(c), then M(g(a; b; c)r ; )= 2r.
3. If none of the previous two cases applies, then M(g(a; b; c)r ; )¿3r − 1.
Proof. The proof of the lemma is done by examining all possible cases. Indeed, in
Table 1 the occurrences of the local maxima produced by one gadget in correspondence
of the six possible orders of the three symbols a, b, and c are shown. Here, ‘+’ means
that the character is greater than or equal to the previous one, while ‘−’ indicates that
it is smaller. The  rst a is always preceded by a except for the  rst occurrence of the
gadget in g(a; b; c)r . By looking at Table 1, it is easy to verify the correctness of the
three statements of the lemma.
We also need to extend the gadget by delimiting it with the extremal symbols. We
obtain m g(a; b; c) M, whose property is stated below.
Lemma 2.2. Let 
 be an alphabet and let m, M, a, b, and c be distinct symbols in

. For any order  of 
 with extremal symbols m and M, and for any integer r¿0,
the following holds:
• If either (a)¡(b)¡(c) or (c)¡(b)¡(a), then M((m g(a; b; c) M)r ; )=
3r − 1.
• Otherwise, M((m g(a; b; c) M)r ; )= 4r − 1.
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Table 2
The possible orders of the symbols in (m g(a; b; c) M)r and the number of local maxima
Minimum Medium Maximum m a b c b c b a M Maxima
m a b c M − + + + − + − − + 3r − 1
m a c b M − + + − + − + − + 4r − 1
m b a c M − + − + − + − + + 4r − 1
m b c a M − + − + − + − + + 4r − 1
m c a b M − + + − + − + − + 4r − 1
m c b a M − + − − + − + + + 3r − 1
M a b c m + − + + − + − − − 3r − 1
M a c b m + − + − + − + − − 4r − 1
M b a c m + − − + − + − + − 4r − 1
M b c a m + − − + − + − + − 4r − 1
M c a b m + − + − + − + − − 4r − 1
M c b a m + − − − + − + + − 3r − 1
Proof. The proof is analogous to that of Lemma 2.1, by inspection of all possible
cases in Table 2.
Substrings X j1 and X
i
2 for extremal symbols. We now show how to build string X (C)
from the set C of clauses in polynomial time. The concatenation of the  rst m + n
substrings in the instance X (C) will force m and M to be the extremal symbols of
any reasonable order  of 
. They are then de ned as follows, where r=14nm3:
• For j=1; : : : ; m, X j1 = g(m; cj ; M)r .
• For i=1; : : : ; n, X i2 = g(m; ui ; M)r .
Fact 2.3. For any order  of alphabet 
:
1. If m and M are extremal symbols in , then M(mX 11 · · ·Xm1 X 12 · · ·X n2 m; )=
2r(m+ n).
2. Otherwise, M(mX 11 · · ·Xm1 X 12 · · ·X n2 m; )¿2r(m+ n) + r.
Proof. The number of local maxima in each of the n + m substrings X j1 and X
i
2 is
that given by Lemma 2.1. Moreover, in case 1, the concatenation of any two adjacent
substrings increases the number of maxima by one (including the concatenation of m
and X 11 ). In case 2, at least one (concatenated) substring gives 3r or more maxima,
by Lemma 2.1, as it is preceded by a symbol that is smaller or equal according to .
So it produces at least r more maxima than in case 1.
Substrings Y ijh for a feasible alphabet order. The concatenation of the next nm(m−1)
substrings Y ijh will force a feasible order, in which each variable symbol is either on
the left or on the right of all clause symbols. (Intuitively, if symbol ui is on the left,
the value of variable ui is FALSE. Otherwise, the value of ui is TRUE.)
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De"nition 2.4. An order  is feasible for alphabet 
, if no variable symbol ui satis es
(cj )¡(
u
i )¡(
c
h) for two clause symbols 
c
j and 
c
h .
A feasible order  with extremal symbols m and M permutes the symbols in 

to obtain the following scenario. First we  nd one of the extremal symbols and then
zero or more variable symbols (false variables) followed by all clause symbols. Next,
we have the remaining variable symbols (true variables), ended by the other extremal
symbol. In order to obtain a feasible order we  x s=4m and de ne, for i=1; : : : ; n,
j=1; : : : ; m and h=1; : : : ; m, h = j,
Y ijh=(m g(
u
i ; 
c
j ; 
c
h) M)
s:
Fact 2.5. Let Y =Y 11;2Y
1
2;1 · · ·Y nm;m−1Y nm−1; m be the concatenation of the substrings
Y ijh, for i=1; : : : ; n, j=1; : : : ; m and h=1; : : : ; m, h = j. Then, for any order  of
alphabet 
 with extremal symbols m and M, we have that  is feasible if and
only if M(mYm; )= 7snm(m− 1)=2. Moreover, if  is not feasible, M(mYm; )¿
7snm(m− 1)=2 + s.
Proof. Suppose  is feasible. By De nition 2.4, for any variable symbol ui and distinct
clause symbols cj and 
c
h , we have either (
u
i )¡(
c
j ); (
c
h) or (
c
j ); (
c
h)¡(
u
i ).
Moreover, cj and 
c
h must satisfy either (
c
j )¡(
c
h) or (
c
h)¡(
c
j ). Let us consider
the eight combinations of the previous disequalities and examine the substrings Y ijh
and Y ihj under the resulting orders  obtained by the combinations. By Lemma 2.2, we
obtain that one of the substrings gives raise to 3s − 1 local maxima while the other
gives raise to 4s− 1 local maxima. We then have to add a local maximum since each
substring is followed by m, giving a total of 7s local maxima per pair of substrings
Y ijh and Y
i
hj. Since we have nm(m − 1)=2 pairs of distinct substrings of this kind, we
obtain M(Y; )= 7snm(m− 1)=2 local maxima in Y .
Vice versa, suppose thatM(Y; )= 7snm(m−1)=2 and that, by contradiction,  is not
feasible. By De nition 2.4, there are variable symbol ui and distinct clause symbols
cj and 
c
h , such that (
c
j )¡(
u
i )¡(
c
h). By Lemma 2.2, both Y
i
jh and Y
i
hj give raise
to 4s − 1 local maxima each (plus an extra maximum). That is, M(Y; )¿7snm(m−
1)=2 + s, which is a contradiction. So,  must be feasible.
Substrings Zj for a consistent truth assignment. Finally, for each clause cj with
16j6m, we have one substring Zj whose de nition depends on the type of the clause
and whose goal is to decide the truth-value of each variable by  xing its symbol’s
position relatively to the clause symbols. In particular, with 16i; k6n:
• If cj = ui ∨ uk , then Zj = mcj cj uk cj ui ui m.
• If cj = ¬ ui ∨ uk , then Zj = mcj cj uk ui cj cj m.
• If cj = ui ∨ ¬ uk , then Zj = mcj cj ui uk cj cj m.
• If cj = ¬ ui ∨ ¬ uk , then Zj = mui ui cj uk cj cj m.
We now highlight the connection between a feasible order  of the alphabet and an
assignment # of truth-values to the variables in the clauses cj.
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Table 3
All possible cases for the proof of Fact 2.7
Orderings in  Values # cj = ui ∨ uk cj = ¬ ui ∨ uk cj = ui ∨ ¬ uk cj = ¬ ui ∨ ¬ uk
Min Med Max #(ui) #(uk) M(Zj; ) #(cj) M(Zj; ) #(cj) M(Zj; ) #(cj) M(Zj; ) #(cj)
m ui 
c
j 
u
k M F T 2 T 2 T 3 F 2 T
m ui 
u
k 
c
j M F F 3 F 2 T 2 T 2 T
m cj 
u
i 
u
k M T T 2 T 2 T 2 T 3 F
m cj 
u
k 
u
i M T T 2 T 2 T 2 T 3 F
m uk 
u
i 
c
j M F F 3 F 2 T 2 T 2 T
m uk 
c
j 
u
i M T F 2 T 3 F 2 T 2 T
M ui 
c
j 
u
k m F T 2 T 2 T 3 F 2 T
M ui 
u
k 
c
j m F F 3 F 2 T 2 T 2 T
M cj 
u
i 
u
k m T T 2 T 2 T 2 T 3 F
M cj 
u
k 
u
i m T T 2 T 2 T 2 T 3 F
M uk 
u
i 
c
j m F F 3 T 2 T 2 T 2 T
M uk 
c
j 
u
i m T F 2 F 3 F 2 T 2 T
De"nition 2.6. Given a feasible order  for alphabet 
 with extremal symbols m and
M and an assignment # of truth-values to the variables u1; : : : ; un, we say that  and #
are consistent if, for i=1; 2; : : : ; n,
• #(ui)= FALSE if and only if (ui )¡(cj ) for every 16j6m;
• #(ui)= TRUE if and only if (ui )¿(cj ) for every 16j6m.
Note that, given order , there is only an assignment # that is consistent. Vice versa,
given #, we may have more than one order that is consistent.
Fact 2.7. Given a feasible order  for alphabet 
 with extremal symbols m and M
and an assignment # of truth-values, such that  and # are consistent, we have that,
for 16j6n,
• #(cj)= TRUE if and only if M(Zj; )= 2;
• #(cj)= FALSE if and only if M(Zj; )= 3.
Proof. The proof is by inspection of all cases in Table 3. Here, the  rst  ve columns
describe the 12 possible orderings in  of the symbols of Zj and of the extremal
symbols. The next two columns describe the truth values assigned by # according to
De nition 2.6 (we use the shorthand F for FALSE, and T for TRUE). The remaining eight
columns must considered two by two. Each pair of such columns corresponds to one
possible form of clause cj. Its resulting truth-value assigned by # and the number of
local maxima in Zj under  are reported. For example, let us examine the case in
which cj = ¬ ui ∨ uk (and so, Zj = mcj cj uk ui cj cj m). If we take the order  such
that (m)¡(uk )¡(
c
j )¡(
u
i )¡(M) (i.e., the eighth row in Table 3), we obtain
that M(Zj; )= 3 and #(cj)= FALSE.
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Fact 2.8. Given a feasible order  for alphabet 
 with extremal symbols m and M
and an assignment # of truth-values, such that  and # are consistent, we have that
# satis0es H ′ clauses, where 06H ′6m, if and only if M(mZ1 · · ·Zmm)= 3m− H ′.
Proof. By Fact 2.7, each clause that is satis ed contributes with two local maxima. If
the clause is not satis ed, it contributes with three local maxima.
The proof of correctness. The instance X (C) corresponding to the set C of clauses
is de ned as the concatenation of the substrings X j1 ; X
i
2 ; Y
i
jh; Zj, where 16i6n, 16j;
k6m and h = j:
X (C)= m X 11 : : : X
m
1 X
1
2 : : : X
n
2 m Y
1
1;2Y
1
2;1 : : : Y
n
m;m−1Y
n
m−1;m m Z1 : : : Zm m:
We now prove the following result.
Lemma 2.9. For any set C of m clauses with exactly two literals per clause and for
any integer H , there exists a truth-assignment that satis0es at least H clauses in C
if and only if there exists an order  of alphabet 
≡
(C) such that
M(X (C); )614nm2(2nm+ 2m2 + m− 1) + 3m− H:
Proof. Assume that there exists a truth-assignment # to the variables u1; : : : ; un that
satis es at least H clauses in C. We then de ne a feasible order  of 
 with extremal
symbols m and M, such that  and # are consistent (see De nitions 2.4 and 2.6).
1. For any symbol  diKerent from m and M, (m)¡()¡(M).
2. For any i with 16i6n, if #(ui)= FALSE then (ui )¡(
c
j ) for every 16j6m, else
(cj )¡(
u
i ) for every 16j6m.
3. The remaining order relations between symbols can be easily  xed so that  is
feasible.
We now compute M(X (C); ), the number of local maxima in X (C) under alphabet
order . From Fact 2.3 it follows thatM(mX 11 : : : X
m
1 X
1
2 : : : X
n
2 m; )= 2r(m+n), where
r=14nm3. Moreover, because of Fact 2.5, M(mY 11;2Y
1
2;1 : : : Y
n
m;m−1Y
n
m−1; mm; )=
7snm(m− 1)=2, where s=4m. Hence,
M(mX 11 : : : X
m
1 X
1
2 : : : X
n
2 m Y
1
1;2Y
1
2;1 : : : Y
n
m;m−1Y
n
m−1;m m; )
=2r(m+ n) + 7snm(m− 1)=2
=14nm2(2nm+ 2m2 + m− 1):
Successively, the number of maxima in Zj will depend on whether clause cj is satis ed
as stated in Fact 2.7. Since we have H ′¿H clauses satis ed in C by the assignment
#, we apply Fact 2.8 to obtain that the number of maxima generated by  on the string
X (C) is M(X (C); )= 14nm2(2nm+2m2 +m− 1)+ (3m−H ′)614nm2(2nm+2m2 +
m− 1) + 3m− H .
Conversely, let W =14nm2(2nm + 2m2 + m − 1) + 3m and assume that an order 
of the symbols in 
 is given such that the number of maxima generated on X (C) is
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M(X (C); )614nm2(2nm+2m2 +m−1)+3m−H6W . We  rst show that m and M
are extremal symbols in . Suppose that this is not the case. Then, by Fact 2.3, where
r=14nm3, we would have M(X (C); )¿M(mX 11 : : : X
m
1 X
1
2 : : : X
n
2 m; )¿2r(m+ n) +
r¿W , which leads to a contradiction. Next, we show that order  with extremal sym-
bols m and M is feasible. Otherwise, we would have M(X (C); )¿M(mX 11 : : : X
m
1 X
1
2
: : : X n2 m; ) +M(mYm; )¿2r(m + n) + 7snm(m − 1)=2 + s¿W by Fact 2.3 (where
r=14nm3) and Fact 2.5 (where s=4m), leading to a contradiction.
As a result,  must be feasible and must contain m and M as extremal sym-
bols. Moreover, M(X (C); )= 2r(m+ n)+ 7snm(m− 1)=2+M =14nm2(2nm+2m2 +
m − 1) + M , where M =M(mZ1 : : : Zmm) and M63m − H . Let us rewrite M as
M =3m−H ′, where H6H ′6m, so that M(mZ1 : : : Zmm)= 3m−H ′. We now de ne
#, such that #(ui)= FALSE when (ui )¡(
c
j ) for every 16j6m, and #(ui)= TRUE
when (cj )¡(
u
i ) for every 16j6m. We have that  and # are consistent by
De nition 2.6. By Fact 2.8, sinceM(mZ1 : : : Zmm)= 3m−H ′, there are H ′¿H clauses
satis ed by # and the lemma is proved.
From the polynomial-time reduction stated in Lemma 2.9 and from the fact that
MINIMUM LOCAL MAXIMA NUMBER belongs to NP it follows the following theorem.
Theorem 2.10. MINIMUM LOCAL MAXIMA NUMBER is NP-complete.
3. Fixed alphabet order and text sparsi"cation
We have seen in Section 2 that the problem of assigning an ordering to the al-
phabet characters of a sequence which minimizes the number of local maxima is
a hard problem. However, for any  xed string, the number of local maxima pro-
duced by any ordering is at most half of the length of the string. Hence, we
consider the situation in which the alphabet order is 0xed a priori and see what
happens on arbitrary strings. Now, given a string X = x1 : : : xn, a local maximum xi
satis es the condition (xi−16xi)∧ (xi¿xi+1) since the permutation  is the identity.
In Section 3.1, we count the average number of local maxima. In Section 3.2, we
exploit this property to devise an iterative sparsi cation procedure, which is then
applied to the problem of string matching, as a case study in
Section 4.
3.1. Average number of local maxima
The following lemma guarantees that, for any  xed ordering , the number of local
maxima produced by  on a randomly chosen string is at most one third of the length
of the string.
Lemma 3.1. Let  be a 0xed order over an alphabet 
. If X is a randomly chosen
string over 
 of length n, then the expected value of M(X; ) is at most n=3.
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Proof. Let X = x1 : : : xn be the randomly chosen string over 
 and let R(xk) be the
random variable that equals to 1 if xk is a maximum and 0 otherwise, for any k with
16k6n. For any k with 26k6n− 1,
Pr[R(xk)= 1]= Pr[(xk−1)6(xk)]Pr[(xk+1)¡(xk)]:
Hence, the probability that xk is a maximum, assuming that (xk)= i, is
Pr[R(xk)= 1|(xk)= i] =
i∑
j=1
Pr[(xk−1)= j]
i−1∑
j=1
Pr[(xk+1)= j]
=
i(i − 1)
|
|2 :
Finally, the probability that xk is a maximum is
Pr[R(xk)= 1] =
|
|∑
i=1
Pr[R(xk)= 1|(xk)= i] Pr[(xk)= i]
=
1
|
|3
|
|∑
i=1
i(i − 1)= 1
3
− 1
3|
|2 :
By linearity of expectation, the expected number of local maxima is
n− 2
3
(
1− 1|
|2
)
and the lemma follows.
One implication of Lemma 3.1 is that random strings (which are hard to compress)
can be sparsi ed by means of the local maxima technique so that the number of
resulting access points is roughly most one third of the length of the original string.
3.2. The sparsi0cation procedure
We now describe how to exploit Lemma 3.1 to design a sparsi cation procedure
that replaces a given string X = x1 : : : xn with a shorter one made up of only the local
maxima. (The new string will not clearly contain the whole original information.) We
repeat this simple procedure by computing the local maxima of the new string to obtain
an even shorter string, until the required degree of sparsi cation is obtained. That is,
the compressed string is short enough to be eHciently processed, but it still contains
enough information to solve a given problem, as we will see later on.
Formally, the sparsi cation procedure takes string X and the number k¿0 of iter-
ations in input. Let us introduce two special symbols m and M to be used as string
delimitators, where m is smaller than any character in 
, while M is larger. After
delimiting X with m, the procedure outputs the sparsi ed string resulting from m X m
in the form of a sequence of pairs (m; l0), (c1; l1), (c2; l2); : : : ; (cs; ls), (m; 1), where
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each ci ∈ 
 is a local maxima in the string that occurs li positions to the left of the
next local maxima (l0 is the distance of the  rst maximum from the beginning of the
string, and ls is the distance of the last maximum from the end of the string including
m).
The sparsi cation procedure reads string X and integer k, and apply k sparsi cation
iterations as follows. It starts out from the initial sequence (m; 1); (x1; 1); (x2; 1); : : : ;
(xn; 1); (m; 1) obtained in linear time from X . Here, all string characters and the two
delimiters are possible maxima. For example, let us consider the following string over
the alphabet 
= {A, C, G, T}:
X = ACCCACGTGACGAGCACACACGTCGCAGATGCATA:
The initial sequence obtained from X is
X0 = (m,1)(A,1)(C,1)(C,1)(C,1)(A,1)(C,1)(G,1)(T,1)(G,1)(A,1)
(C,1)...(A,1) (m,1):
Assuming that the characters are ordered according to the ASCII order, the number
of local maxima contained in the above string is 11, which is approximately one third
of the total length of the string, i.e., 35. The new string obtained after the  rst iteration
of the sparsi cation procedure is then the following one, where m is by default the
delimiter at both ends of the string:
X1 = (m,4)(C,4)(T,4)(G,2)(G,3)(C,2)(C,4)(T,2)(G,3)(G,2)(T,4)
(T,2)(m,1):
In general, the sparsi cation iteration takes a long input sequence (m; l0); (c1; l1); (c2; l2);
: : : ; (cf; lf); (m; 1) and produces a shorter output sequence (m; l′0), (c
′
1; l
′
1); (c
′
2; l
′
2); : : : ;
(c′g; l
′
g), (m; 1), where each c
′
i ∈
 is a local maxima in the input sequence and oc-
curs l′i string positions to the left of the next local maxima (l
′
0 is the distance of c
′
1
from the beginning of the string and l′g is the distance of c
′
g from the delimiter m at
the end of the string). We have seen that g=f=2 in the worst case and g ≈ f=3 on
the average by Lemma 3.1.
Some care must be taken with alphabets of small size. At each iteration in the
sparsi cation procedure, at least one character of the alphabet disappears from the new
string, since the smallest character in the alphabet is not selected as local maximum.
This fact can be a limitation, for instance, in binary sequences (|
|=2) or DNA
sequences (|
|=4). Indeed, we can apparently apply the sparsi cation procedure no
more than |
| times. We can circumvent this problem by extending alphabet 
 to the
new alphabet 
×N under the lexicographic order. Here, the characters become the
pairs belonging to the sequences obtained by sparsi cation, and the alphabet order is
the lexicographic one de ned over pairs. That is, when two local maxima ci and cj
are equal, we use their oKsets li and lj to decide the outcome of their comparison.
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Going on in our example, we observe that the new alphabet consists of six char-
acters, each one composed by a character of 
 − {A} and a natural number. Since
these new characters are ordered according to the lexicographical order, we have
that the number of local maxima contained in the above string is 4, which is ap-
proximately one third of the total length of the string, i.e., 11. The new string ob-
tained after the second iteration of the sparsi cation procedure is then the following
one:
X2 = (m; 8)(T,6)(G,9)(T,7)(T,6)(m; 1):
Sparsi cation terminates successfully when it obtains a nonempty sequence Xk . Its
time complexity is proportional to the total length of the sequences Xi, where |X0|= n
(without accounting for the delimiters) and |Xi|¡|Xi−1|=2 for 16i6k.
Lemma 3.2. Given a string of length n, its sparsi0cation takes a total of O(n) time.
In order to see why the sparsi cation technique is useful, suppose to have a problem
(n) on strings of total size n with time complexity T (n) and space complexity S(n).
Sparsi cation reduces the size of the original input strings from n to n′, so that prob-
lem (n′) is solved in time O(T (n′)) or space O(S(n′)) plus the cost of obtaining the
solution of (n) from that of (n′). We give an example of this method in Section 4
for the exact string matching problem. The application of our method to other impor-
tant string problems, such as multiple sequence alignment and matching with errors,
deserves further study.
4. Text sparsi"cation for string matching and text indexing
As a case study, we consider now the basic problem of searching a pattern string P
in a text string T of length n, called string matching. We denote the ith charac-
ter of T by T [i], and the substring made up of characters in positions i; : : : ; j by
T [i; j]. Here, one wants to identify all text positions 16i6n − |P| + 1, such that
T [i; i + |P| − 1]=P, where |P| denotes the length of P. In order to solve the string
matching problem, one can process both P and T by means of the sparsi cation pro-
cedure described in Section 3.2. Then, searching for P in T can be done by compar-
ing and matching the local maxima only. Whenever a match is detected, it is suH-
cient to perform a full comparison of P against the text substring at hand to verify
that is not a false occurrence. Unfortunately, some border eKects may complicate the
approach so far described. They are discussed in Sections 4.1 and 4.2. Moreover,
the number of times we apply the sparsi cation on the text must be related to the
length of the patterns we are going to search for. At iteration i of the sparsi cation,
let
mi = max{l0; l1; : : : ; lf}
denote the longest distance between two consecutive maxima in the resulting sparsi ed
text Ti =(m; l0); (c1; l1); (c2; l2); : : : ; (cf; lf); (m; 1). It follows that |P| cannot be less
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than mi. Indeed, performing too many iterations of the sparsi cation could drop too
many characters between two consecutive local maxima selected in the last iteration.
As a result, we cannot  nd the pattern because it is too short compared to the distance
between consecutive maxima. Consequently, we adopt the assumption that |P|¿mi
from now on.
The ideas described in this section are useful to solve the problem of building a suc-
cinct text index on strings that are diHcult to compress, such as DNA sequences. Given
the text T , we wish to build an index for fast searching in T , that is, the O(|P|+ n)
searching cost of the string matching algorithms drops to O(|P|) plus an output sensitive
cost on the occurrences found, at the price of increasing the additional space from O(m)
to O(n), needed to keep the index in memory. Let’s see how to build an index for T .
We run the sparsi cation procedure described in Section 3.2 on T , so that we identify
the positions 1¡i1¡i2¡ · · ·¡it¡n in T corresponding to the local maxima found by
sparsi cation. Then, we build a text index (e.g., suHx array) storing only the suHxes
starting at those positions, namely, suHxes T [i1; n], T [i2; n]; : : : ; T [it ; n] (see [7] for a
de nition of sparse index). For example, using the suHx array we obtain a permutation
of i1; i2; : : : ; it such that the corresponding suHxes are in lexicographic order. Search-
ing P in T is implemented as a binary search of P in the (sorted) permutation thus
obtained.
In this way, if S(n) is the space for the index employed in the regular way, we ob-
tain a smaller space complexity S(t), where t can be made as small as approximately
n=3k by running k sparsi cation iterations. As a result, the occupied space is small
compared to the text size itself, and this seems to be a rather interesting feature. When
searching for a pattern P under certain conditions on its length, we run the sparsi ca-
tion procedure on P and identify at most two local maxima. One of them is M with
the property of being part of any occurrence of P in T . Then, we search only for the
pattern suHx starting at M . That is, if M ≡P[h], we search for P[h; |P|] in the suHx
array. Note that the property of local maxima avoids us the computational bottleneck
of searching all |P| possible suHxes. Instead, we use local maxima as “synchronizing
points” to select only one pattern suHx such that, if P occurs in T , then P[h; |P|] must
match in the sparse index (recall that we store a subset of the text suHxes in the suHx
array).
Finally, we consider only the exact version of string searching. As the search of
patterns in DNA applications has to be performed considering the possibility of errors,
one should use the approximate, rather than the exact string matching. However, in
several algorithms used in practice,  nding the exact occurrences of some portions of
the pattern in the text [2] is a basic  ltering step towards solving the approximate
problem due to the large size of the text involved.
The rest of the section is organized as follows. In Section 4.1, we examine the eKects
of sparsi cation on the border of the pattern when using the plain alphabet order to
determine local maxima. In Section 4.2, we discuss the eKects when extending the order
to the lexicographic order of 
×N (this can be useful with alphabets of small size).
This extension adds a new diHculty to the problem as the order among the symbols
become context-dependent. We describe the practical behavior our index based on the
above ideas in Section 4.3.
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4.1. Local maxima with 
-order
We now discuss the eKects of sparsi cation on the borders of the pattern and of
its occurrences in the string matching problem. The same considerations apply to
text indexing, which is the problem of interest in the rest of the section. We use
the plain order of the symbols in 
 to de ne the local maxima (see Section 4.2
when the order is extended to 
×N). We  rst examine the case in which we do
not add delimiters m or M to the two borders of pattern P. Suppose that we are
looking for a pattern in text T = ACAHCBARDBAQAWABQARABCVFL, and observe what
happens because of the border eKects. The  rst iteration of sparsi cation
produces
T1 = (m,2)(C,2)(H,4)(R,4)(Q,2)(W,3)(Q,2)(R,4)(V,2)(L,1)(m,1),
while the second iteration produces T2 = (m; 8)(R,6)(W,9)(V,3)(m; 1). Let us now
apply the  rst iteration of the sparsi cation procedure to the pattern AHCBARDBAQAWAB,
which occurs in T at position 3. We obtain string the sparsi ed pattern (H,4)(R,4)
(Q,2)(W,3) which correctly occurs in T1 at position 3. However, if we choose pattern
P= WABQARABCVF, which occurs in T at position 14, we obtain P1 = (Q,2)(R,4)(V,2)
after the  rst iteration; the  rst character W of P is not chosen as a local maximum (no
characters at its left) although it appears in the pattern occurrence in T1 as (W,3). This
situation can arise at each iteration of the sparsi cation thus limiting its power. Namely,
at the next iteration i=2 applied to P1, all the maxima disappear and P2 is empty.
That is in contrast with the hypothesis that |P|¿m2, which guarantees that any of the
occurrences of P in T contains at least a local maximum (after sparsi cation). As a
result, we cannot proceed with the search, since P2 is empty whereas |P|=11¿9=m2
implies that we should  nd a local maximum in P2.
In the worst case, we can loose one local maximum per border of the pattern at
each iteration. Because of this drawback, the stronger condition |P|¿2mi to search on
sparsi ed strings is introduced in [5]. Here we propose a more re ned technique that
allows us to use the less strict condition |P|¿mi. Let’s pose at the beginning and at the
end of the pattern a delimiter, which can be chosen as one of two special characters
M and m.
Let us con ne our study to the left border of the strings since the reasoning for the
right border is symmetric. Posing M as delimiter, we obtain the same eKect as that
of having a null delimiter; namely, the  rst character in the pattern at each iteration
cannot be a local maximum. In the previous example, character W of P will disappear
in the presence of M as delimiter.
It seems therefore reasonable to put m as delimiter. Referring to the previous exam-
ple, we now have P1 = (m,1)(W,3)(Q,2)(R,4)(V,2)(m,1). In this case, m lets
W emerge as a local maximum in P and P2 is no more empty. However, using m we
observe another phenomenon when the pattern occurs in the text. The leftmost local
maximum identi ed in the pattern is not found in the corresponding occurrence in the
text, because the text character preceding that occurrence is greater than P[1]. In this
case, we will call spurious the maximum in P that does not appear in every pattern
occurrence. In our example, some occurrences of P could be immediately preceded by
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Z while other occurrences could be preceded by A, thus making local maxima (W,3)
spurious after the  rst iteration of sparsi cation.
In general, let Pi denote the outcome of iteration i¿0 of the sparsi cation procedure
described in Section 3.2, where P0 =P. Recall that iteration i takes Pi−1 in input to
obtain Pi in output. We use Ti to denote the sparsi ed text at iteration i, as previously
done in Section 3.2.
De"nition 4.1. A local maximum of P is spurious on the left border of Pi if the
following conditions hold:
1. There is an occurrence of P in T that appears as substring P′i−1 in Ti−1 and as
substring P′i in Ti, respectively.
2. The  rst non-m character of Pi−1 is smaller than the character of Ti−1 preceding
P′i−1.
3. The  rst non-m character of Pi−1 becomes a local maximum when the sparsi cation
iteration is applied to Pi−1. (Hence, the  rst non-m character of Pi does not appear
in P′i .)
The de nition of spurious on the right border contains the conditions analogous to 1–3.
In general, we call spurious a local maximum without specifying the border, when
this is clear from the context. For an example of spurious local maximum, let us
take P= ACBEBCADACBDCFBCB and T = ABADACBFAACBEBCADACBDCFBCBBDABAEBCA,
so that sparsi cation yields after iteration i=1 (here, the pattern occurrence P′i in
Ti is underlined),
P1 = (m,2)(C,2)(E,2)(C,2)(D,2)(C,2)(D,2)(F,2)(C,2)(m; 1);
T1 = (m,2)(B,2)(D,2)(C,2)(F,3)
(C,2)(E,2)(C,2)(D,2)(C,2)(D,2)(F,2)(C,3)
(D,2)(B,2)(E,2)(C,2)(m; 1):
After iteration i=2,
P2 = (m,4)(E,4)(D,6)(F,4)(m,1);
T2 = (m,4)(D,4)(F,5)(E,4)(D,6)(F,5)(D,4)(E,4)(m,1):
After iteration i=3,
P3 = (m,4)(E,10)(F,4)(m,1);
T3 = (m,8)(F,15)(F,9)(E,4)(m,1):
The  rst iteration in which a spurious local maximum appears is i=3. Here, the pair
(E,10) in Pi corresponds to a spurious local maximum since E does not appear in
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P′i = (F,9). Indeed, the pattern occurrence P
′
i−1 = (E,4)(D,6)(F,5) is preceded by
(F,5) and F¿E, so that E does not appear in P′i .
We now describe how to identify a local maximum M at iteration i that is surely
not spurious in Pi (and so in P), provided that |P|¿mi. (Recall that M is crucial to
achieve eHciency while performing the pattern searching discussed at the beginning of
Section 4.) We need two results.
Lemma 4.2. Assume that |P|¿mi and P occurs in T . Then, there is at least one (not
spurious) local maximum in Pi at iteration i¿0.
Proof. Let us take an occurrence of P in the text, say, T [s; s+|P|−1]. After iteration i,
the condition |P|¿mi implies that there is at least a local maximum M inside T [s; s+
|P| − 1] at iteration i, because T [s; s + |P| − 1] is at least as long as the maximum
distance mi between two consecutive local maxima in Ti. To see that we have at least
one (not spurious) local maximum in P, it suHces to show that M appears also inside
P at iteration i, i.e., it appears in Pi. By contradiction, suppose that M is not in Pi. In
other words, while sparsifying Pj, with j¡i, a character C adjacent to M is such that
C¿M . Character C cannot be m, the smallest by de nition, so it must be character C
inside P, which therefore appears also in all the pattern occurrences in T . Let us now
consider occurrence T [s; s+|P|−1] and its appearance P′j in the sparsi ed text Tj. Let’s
examine the neighbors of M in P′j. Either C is still a neighbor of M in P
′
j, or it has
been deleted because the neighbor of M in P′j is C
′¿C. In any case, both C; C′¿M
and so M cannot be a local maximum in P′j. This means that M cannot be a local
maximum in Tj, with j¡i. Hence, M cannot be a local maximum in T [s; s+ |P| − 1]
(and Ti) at iteration i, as supposed instead.
Lemma 4.3. Assume that |P|¿mi and P occurs in T . Then, P has at most one spu-
rious local maximum near to its left (resp., right) border. This spurious maximum
corresponds to the 0rst (resp., last) character in Pi.
Proof. We examine the  rst iteration j such that P has a spurious local maximum. If
i¡j, then the lemma trivially holds. So, let’s assume that j6i and that, without loss
of generality, the spurious maximum is near to the left border of P (the case of right
border is analogous). By De nition 4.1, a spurious maximum near the left border is
also the leftmost maximum in Pj. We can therefore write
P=P′aP′′bP′′′
because of the sparsi cation done to obtain
Pj =(m; l0); (a; l1); (b; l2); : : : ;
where a is the spurious maximum and b is the next local maximum (and l0 = |P′a|,
l1 = |P′′b|). Note that b exists by Lemma 4.2 because |P|¿mi. Moreover, P′ and P′′
do not contain local maxima and all maxima in bP′′′ are non spurious.
If j= i, we are done with the proof of the lemma (base step). Otherwise, j¡i, we
must consider iteration j + 1 and show that the lemma holds also for this iteration
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(inductive step). For the sake of discussion, assume that no spurious maximum in on
the right border of P. Let us write
T =XzYPZ =XzYP′aP′′bP′′′Z
where P occurs in T and
Tj = · · · (z; |YP′a|+ l1); (b; l′2) · · · :
Note that a disappears in Tj as it is spurious and that the next local maximum c after
b is l′2¿l2 positions apart. Moreover, z¿a is the nearest local maxima to the left of
the pattern occurrence P′j by De nition 4.1. (If XzY is empty, then P is a pre x of T
and P cannot have a spurious maximum on its left border.) We have three possible
cases in Pj and Tj:
1. Case b¡a¡z :Pj+1 = (m; l0); (a; l′1); : : : ; where l
′
1¿l1+l2, since a remains spurious
while b is eliminated. In Tj+1, b does not appear since b¡z. As a result, a is the
only spurious maximum near to the left border of P.
2. Case a¡b¡z :Pj =(m; l0 + l1); (b; l2); : : : ; since a disappears and b becomes spu-
rious (if there is a local maximum c to its right which is c¡b; note that c cannot
be spurious in the left border). Indeed, both a and b do not appear in Tj+1.
3. Case a¡z¡b :Pj =(m; l0 + l1); (b; l2); : : : ; since b becomes the leftmost local maxi-
mum (if the next local maximum c to its right is smaller) as a disappears. Moreover,
b is not spurious as it appears in Tj+1.
The three cases discussed above imply that P has at most one spurious local maximum
near to its left border after iteration j + 1. This spurious maximum is the leftmost
maximum in P and corresponds to the  rst character in Pj+1. More precisely, the
leftmost maximum in P is spurious only in case 1 and in case 2 (when c¡b).
In general, we can use induction on j and an argument similar to the above one.
The inductive hypothesis says that, in the worst case, we have a possible spurious
maximum in the left border, followed by one or more non spurious maxima, and then
another possible spurious maximum in the right border. The  rst and last character in
Pj correspond to these two spurious maxima. When j= i, we complete the proof of
the lemma.
In order to detect a non spurious maximum in P, with |P|¿mi, we apply Lem-
mas 4.2 and 4.3. In particular, Lemma 4.2 says that P has at least one non spurious
maximum M , and so Pi cannot be empty because it contains at least this maximum
since |P|¿mi. Lemma 4.3 gives a clear snapshot of the situation. We have a possible
spurious maximum in the left border and in the right border, while all other local
maxima between them are non spurious maxima (there is at least one such maximum).
We therefore run the sparsi cation on P and stop it at iteration i. If Pi is empty,
then P cannot occur in T . Otherwise, we compute the length of Pi. if Pi contains
at least three characters, we choose M as the second character in Pi. If Pi has less
than three characters, we choose at most two characters as local maxima. Surely one
of them will be M . This allows us to search for patterns of length at least mi. In
summary:
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Theorem 4.4. Let Ti be the sparsi0ed text obtained by running i¿0 iterations on T ,
by using the standard alphabet order. We can search for patterns P of length at
least mi in T by selecting at most two local maxima in Pi.
4.2. Local maxima with (
×N)-order
When running sparsi cation on a text drawn from certain 
, such as alphabets of
small size, we obtain a better result by adopting the lexicographic order on the pairs
in 
×N to de ne the local maxima, as described in Section 3.2. However, the order
induced by a pair (c; l) is not static but it depends on its right context, due to the fact
that l may change in the pattern occurrences when c is the last character in Pi, after
iteration i of sparsi cation. This means that (c; l) in Pi may appear as (c; l′) in Ti, with
l′¿l.
Let’s see an example by choosing text T be string X illustrated in Section 3.2 (and
Ti =Xi), where 
= { A; C; G; T }. Suppose that Pi−1 = (m,7)(C,9)(T,12)(G,3)(T,5)
(T,2)(m,1). Consequently, Pi = (m,16)(T,15)(T,7)(m,1), since (T,5) is
greater than (T,2). Now, we can have an occurrence of P in T which is followed by a
local maximum (T,3) in Ti−1 at distance 7. Then, (T,2) in Pi−1 corresponds to (T,9)
in Ti−1 because there are 2+7 positions between the two consecutive local maxima in
Ti−1. As a result, the pattern occurrence in Ti has the form : : : (T,15)(T,9) : : : ; and
we miss the occurrence. In other words, (T,5) is not a local maximum in Ti−1 and
so it is spurious in Ti and, moreover, (T,9) is a local maximum inside the pattern
occurrence in Ti−1 that we miss in Pi−1 because it corresponds to (T,2), which does
not appear in Pi.
In general, the last character in the pattern may have an oKset shorter than that
it has in actual pattern occurrences. This situation may cause a local maximum to
disappear and to be replaced by a spurious one. Unfortunately, this situation may
propagate at each iteration of the sparsi cation. We need to handle the right bor-
der diKerently from the left border. In this section, we propose a solution to this
drawback, which requires |P|¿m′i for a value mi6m′i62mi thus de ned. Letting
Ti =(m; l0); (c1; l1); (c2; l2); : : : ; (cf; lf); (m; 1), we have
m′i = max{l0 + l1; l1 + l2; : : : ; lf−1 + lf}:
We adopt a simple variation of the sparsi cation of the pattern described in Section 4.1.
The  rst iteration j=1 is like that in Section 4.1. In any successive iteration j¿1,
we remove from Pj the pair (c; l) immediately preceding (m; 1), which is in the last
position of Pj, and we add l to the oKset of the pair preceding (c; l). In this way,
we drop from the right border of the pattern a character whose oKset might change in
the occurrences. We then apply the sparsi cation iteration j as done in Section 4.1.
In the left border, we may have a spurious maximum, for which Lemma 4.3 holds.
We must therefore study the properties of the right border. As a result, the simple
modi cation of sparsi cation requires that P must be longer than mi and, precisely,
|P|¿m′i .
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Lemma 4.5. Assume that |P|¿m′i and that P occurs in T . Apply the modi0ed spar-
si0cation on P. Then, there is at least one (not spurious) local maximum in Pi at
iteration i¿0.
Proof. An immediate generalization of Lemma 4.2 states that, if |P|¿m′i , there are at
least two consecutive non-spurious maxima Mi and M ′i in P. In other words, for any
pattern occurrence in T , we can  nd Mi and M ′i in Tj, for 06j6i. Unfortunately,
there is no guarantee that they are also in Pj. However, we now prove that at least Mi
appears in Pj.
The basic idea is that, given any two local maxima a and c that are consecutive
after iteration j of sparsi cation, there must exist at least a local maximum b that is
between a and c after iteration j − 1, such that a¿b and b is the right neighbor of a
before starting iteration j. Hence, let’s de ne ai−1 as the local maximum between Mi
and M ′i in Ti−1. Moreover, for 16j6i−2, we de ne aj as the local maximum between
aj+1 and M ′i in Tj. Note that (Mi; ·)¿(ai−1; ·) and ai−1 is the right neighbor of Mi
in Ti−1. Analogously, (aj+1; ·)¿(aj; ·) and aj is the right neighbor of aj+1 in Tj, for
16j6i − 2. Here, the oKsets are represented by a dot “ · ”.
We now de ne an invariant on Pj that it is maintained by the modi ed sparsi cation
on P. We always have
P1 = (m; ·) · · · (Mi; ·) · · · (ai−1; ·) · · · (ai−2; ·) : : : (a1; ·) · · · (M ′i ; ·) · · · (m; 1);
and for 26j6i − 1,
Pj =(m; ·) · · · (Mi; ·) · · · (ai−1; ·) · · · (ai−2; ·) : : : (aj; ·) · · · (m; 1):
It follows from the invariant that
Pi =(m; ·) · · · (Mi; ·) · · · (m; 1);
and so at least Mi appears in Pi, which proves the lemma. We have therefore to show
that the modi ed sparsi cation on P preserves the invariant. The base case (P1) holds
as iteration i=1 is standard. Indeed, Mi; ai−1; : : : ; a1, and M ′i appear in any pattern
occurrence and so in P0 =P. After iteration i=1, they still appear in P1 by their
de nition (of local maxima).
For the inductive step (Pj with j¿1), the modi ed sparsi cation on P removes the
pair preceding (m; 1) in the last position of Pj−1. The removed pair must follow (aj; ·),
or in the worst case, it must be (aj; ·) itself. However, (aj; ·) would be anyway deleted
at iteration j, as (aj+1; ·)¿(aj; ·) and (Mi; ·)¿(ai−1; ·). So, Pj+1 will be of the form
claimed in the invariant. This completes the inductive proof.
From an algorithmic point of view, after the modi ed sparsi cation of P, we pro-
ceed as described in Section 4.1. Namely, if Pi contains at least three characters,
we choose M as the second character in Pi. If Pi has less than three characters, we
choose at most two characters as local maxima. Surely one of them will be M . We
obtain a result similar to that of Theorem 4.4, except that it refers to the extended
alphabet.
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Table 4
Sparsi cation values for three DNA sequences
n0 n1 m1 m′1
IV.fna 1532027 459027 18 (+616) 23 (+1312)
aful.fna 2178460 658396 13 (+101) 19 (+144)
ecoli.fna 4639283 1418905 14 (+61) 19 (+361)
n2 m2 m′2 n3 m3 m
′
3
IV.fna 146408 37 (+1814) 56 (+3931) 47466 92 (+6618) 151 (+11817)
aful.fna 213812 35 (+952) 52 (+1863) 69266 94 (+3781) 138 (+14531)
ecoli.fna 458498 37 (+851) 54 (+1655) 148134 98 (+4572) 150 (+10621)
Theorem 4.6. Let Ti be the sparsi0ed text obtained by running i¿0 iterations on T ,
by using the lexicographic order on 
×N. We can search for patterns P of length
at least m′i in T by selecting at most two local maxima in Pi.
4.3. Experimental results
We experimented the sparsi cation procedure with up to k =3 iterations, with the
purpose of building a suHx array [8] on the sparsi ed text for string matching queries.
In our experiments, we consider DNA sequences, where 
= {A; T; C; G} is a small
alphabet. The sequences are Saccharomyces CervisiA ( le IV.fna), Archeoglobus
Fulgidus ( le aful.fna) and Escherichia Coli ( le ecoli.fna).
In Table 4, we report some values for iterations i=1; 2; 3 in the text sparsi cation.
The rows of Table 4 are associated with the DNA sequences mentioned above. Column
n0 = n= |T | reports the number of characters in the input texts. For i¿0, column
ni = |Ti| contains the number of pairs in the text after iteration i of sparsi cation. We
observe a reduction of about 1/3 at each iteration on the values of ni. Associated with
ni are two values mi and m′i , de ned at the beginning of Section 4 and in Section 4.2,
respectively. They provide a lower bound on the size of the patterns to search for. We
 x the values of mi and m′i with an heuristics since there are very few oKsets that are
very much larger than the majority.
Let us consider for example, the DNA sequence forEscherichiaColi ( le ecoli.fna).
In Table 5, we report the distribution of the oKsets d between consecutive maxima
in the sequence after each iteration i=1; 2; 3 of sparsi cation. After iteration i=1
almost all the oKsets are concentrated in a small range of values. There are 10 pairs
of consecutive local maxima in T1 that are at oKset d=14. As for d¿14, we have
only 3 pairs at oKset 15 and one pair at oKset 16. If we store these 3× 15 + 16=61
characters apart, we can safely set m1 = 14 for  le ecoli.fna in Table 4. We then
add +61 characters (to be indexed in standard fashion) to the suHx array built on
the n1 = 1418905 suHxes, sampled in the text with sparsi cation. In the next iterations
i=2; 3, the distribution of the oKset values d in Table 5 is kept, with a larger range
of oKset values which become less frequent. Some considerations are in order.
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Table 5
Distribution of distances d of consecutive local maxima for  le ecoli.fna
d i=1 i=2 i=3 d i=1 i=2 i=3 d i=1 i=2 i=3
1 1 39 5 3247 77 75
2 497067 40 1 2552 78 63
3 435434 1 41 1 2319 79 68
4 257978 13908 42 3 2636 80 60
5 127093 35566 43 2 2073 81 56
6 61231 42196 44 1 1853 82 41
7 24894 50310 45 1 2183 83 39
8 9552 46326 3 46 1 1635 84 41
9 3924 52318 130 47 1515 85 17
10 1170 38229 230 48 1681 86 30
11 395 34335 598 49 1354 87 30
12 118 34585 1076 50 1238 88 25
13 33 23905 1600 51 1279 89 22
14 10 19100 1942 52 972 90 18
15 3 17930 3369 53 914 91 26
16 1 11830 3155 54 1053 92 18
17 9281 4000 55 808 93 22
18 8318 4570 56 698 94 9
19 5203 4707 57 734 95 6
20 3944 4590 58 552 96 9
21 3407 6255 59 519 97 9
22 2075 4867 60 539 98 13
23 1575 5016 61 444 99 8
24 1412 6100 62 439 100 5
25 796 4887 63 448 101 2
26 547 4838 64 301 102 6
27 450 5765 65 295 103 3
28 291 4704 66 299 104 1
29 182 4472 67 220 105 3
30 156 5224 68 230 107 1
31 95 4061 69 220 108 2
32 60 3792 70 167 109 3
33 64 4542 71 155 111 2
34 31 3589 72 156 113 1
35 17 3400 73 122 116 3
36 20 3973 74 117 127 1
37 13 2933 75 128 134 1
38 6 2828 76 82 144 1
Empty cells denote 0. The value d of the distance is shown in the  rst column of each table. Data
for iteration i=1 of sparsi cation is reported in the second columns, where distances range from 1
to 16. Data for i=2 is in the third columns, where distances range from 3 to 46. Data for i=3 is in
the fourth columns, where distances range from 8 to 144.
First, the thresholds on the minimum pattern length of mi in Theorem 4.4 and
of m′i in Theorem 4.6 are overly pessimistic. In our experiments, we successfully
found patterns of smaller length. That is, we ran the sparsi cation on the patterns and
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successfully found a non spurious local maximum. For example, in  le ecoli.fna,
we had m′3 = 150. We searched for patterns of length ranging from 120 to 300, and
the searches were successful.
Second, it may seem that a number of false matches are caused by discarding the
 rst characters in the pattern and searching just one pattern suHx. Instead, the great
majority of these searches did not give raise to false matches due to the local maxima,
except for a minority. Speci cally, we searched sequence Saccharomyces CervisiA ( le
IV.fna) for pattern lengths ranging from 151 to 241; sequence Archeoglobus Fulgidus
( le aful.fna) for pattern lengths ranging from 138 to 228; sequence Escherichia
Coli ( le ecoli.fna) for pattern lengths ranging from 150 to 240. We increased the
pattern length by 10 and, for each  xed length, we repeated 10,000 searches with the
patterns of that length randomly chosen as substrings of the text. On a total of 300,000
searches, we counted 332, 55 and 214 searches giving false matches, respectively. The
total percentage of false matches with respect to the total number of searches was
roughly 0.02%.
Finally, the most important feature of the index is that it saves a signi cant amount
of space. For example, a plain suHx array for indexing  le ecoli.fna requires about
17:7 megabytes (assuming 4 bytes per access point). Applying one iteration of the
sparsi cation procedure reduces the space to 5:4 megabytes, provided that the pattern
length |P| is at least 19; the next two iterations give 1:8 megabytes (for |P|¿54)
and 0:6 megabytes (for |P|¿150), respectively. These  gures compare favorably with
the text size of 1:1 megabytes obtained by encoding symbols with two bits each.
The tradeoK between minimum length of searchable patterns and index space seems
inevitable as the DNA strings are hard to compress.
5. Conclusion and open questions
In this paper, we have investigated some properties of a text sparsi cation technique
based on the identi cation of local maxima. In particular, we have shown that looking
for the best order of the alphabet symbols is an NP-hard problem. (The strings employed
as building blocks in the NP-hardness proof were partially generated by computer.)
Then, we have described how the local maxima sparsi cation technique can be used
to  lter the access to unstructured texts. Finally, we have experimentally shown that
this approach can be successfully used in order to create a space eHcient index for
searching a DNA sequence as quickly as a full index. The application of our method
to other important string problems, such as multiple sequence alignment and matching
with errors, seems promising and it is object of further study.
Regarding the combinatorial optimization problem, the main question left open by
this paper is whether the optimization version of MINIMUM LOCAL MAXIMA NUMBER
admits a polynomial time approximation algorithm. It would also be interesting to
accompany the experimental results obtained with DNA sequences by some theoretical
results, such as the evaluation of the expected maximal distance between two local
maxima or the expected number of false matches.
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